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American Board of Veterinary Toxicology (ABVT)
Profiles Series Documentary National Broadcast Announcement
LEWISVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA - The ABVT announces the national broadcast date for its
televised video documentary describing the objectives of the ABVT and its positive impact as an
organization on veterinary medicine, toxicology, and human health in the 21st century.
The full length video documentary is scheduled for national broadcast on the Discovery Channel
on Friday, May 28th at 7 am Eastern and Pacific times. The full length video documentary can
be viewed now on the ABVT website at http://www.abvt.org/public/video.
The full length video documentary will also be broadcast in national syndication on the US
Government’s Voice of America in the Fall of 2010. A one minute commercial version of the
video documentary will also be broadcast in the Dallas, TX, Atlanta, GA, Los Angeles, CA, New
York City, NY, and Washington, DC regional markets on CNN, Fox News, MSNBC and other
similar networks in the Fall of 2010. The one minute video documentary can be viewed now on
the ABVT website at http://www.abvt.org/public/video.
ABOUT THE ABVT
The American Board of Veterinary Toxicology (ABVT) is an internationally recognized certifying
body for veterinarians that demonstrate broad knowledge and expertise in many aspects of
toxicology. ABVT is one of twenty specialty organizations of the American Veterinary Medical
Association, established in 1967. The combination of veterinary training and expertise in
toxicology has made Diplomates of the ABVT unique and highly effective in a variety of careers.
ABVT Diplomates play important roles in ensuring animal, human, and environmental health
around the world. The Diplomates also strive to inform and educate the public, private practice
veterinarians and veterinary medical students about the toxicological hazards to pets, livestock
and wildlife. More information about the ABVT can be found at http://www.abvt.org.

ABOUT THE PROFILES SERIES
The Profiles Series, hosted by Academy Award winning actor Louis Gossett Jr., is an award
winning television series dedicated to showcasing the most important issues of the day. The
series showcases everything from the latest business and technology stories to revolutionary
medical and health issues. New and exciting environmental solutions to current educational
breakthroughs are also profiled, in addition to profiles of important CEOs and leading
corporations that are creating tremendous positive impacts on the world today. More
information can be found on their website at http://profilesseries.com.
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